**Radiator Fan Assembly**

**LINE EXTENSION**

621-392XD

Ford Edge 2014-07, Lincoln MKX 2015-07

**Pop Code:** A  |  **VIO:** 1,091,124

**OE PROBLEM:**
Under-engineered motor. Fails prematurely due to high use cooling powerful engine.

**OE FIX:**
- Motor, shroud, blade and module all included for a complete installation
- Improved software extends operational performance at the highest temperature thresholds

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Failure signs include illumination of the hot temperature light, engine overheating and fan not operating

**Door Mirror Turn Signal Lights**

**LINE EXTENSION**

926-123

Dodge Ram 2010, Ram 1500-5500 2018-10

**Pop Code:** B  |  **VIO:** 2,967,037

**OE PROBLEM:**
- Under-engineered motor. Fails prematurely due to high use cooling powerful engine.

**OE FIX:**
- Under-engineering motor with a proven, brushless motor design (BLDC). 10x the service life vs. the original design.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Bulbs included for a complete installation
- Designed to match the original, fitting in with the car's exterior
- Direct replacement for a proper fit every time

**Side mirror LED turn signal**
- Bulbs included for a complete installation
- Designed to match the original, fitting in with the car's exterior
- Direct replacement for a proper fit every time

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original bulbs burn out over time, resulting in light not flashing when turn signal is activated

**Truck Bed Floor Patch Panel**

**LINE EXTENSION**

926-881

Ford Super Duty F-250, F-350, F-450 2016-08

**Pop Code:** D  |  **VIO:** 1,790,186

**OE PROBLEM:**
The original bed panel rusts easily and the dealer does not offer a separate replacement option.

**OE FIX:**
- Dorman’s patch panel saves money by allowing you to repair only the rusted section and not the entire truck bed.
- Pre-primed in weld-thru primer for clean installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original patch panel rusts over time, resulting in holes in truck bed floor

**CV Axle Support Bearing Bracket**

**NEW**

926-197

Nissan Rogue 2013-08, Nissan Rogue Select 2015-14

**Pop Code:** D  |  **VIO:** 546,858

**OE PROBLEM:**
- Under-engineered motor. Fails prematurely due to high use cooling powerful engine.

**OE FIX:**
- Under-engineering motor with a proven, brushless motor design (BLDC). 10x the service life vs. the original design.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Bulbs included for a complete installation
- Designed to match the original, fitting in with the car's exterior
- Direct replacement for a proper fit every time

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original bulb burn out over time, resulting in light not flashing when turn signal is activated

**HVAC Heater Hose Connector Tech Tray**

**LINE EXTENSION**

801-800

Universal

**Pop Code:** C

Also Known As Coolant Line Repair Kit
- 60-Piece tech tray with common connectors for domestic and universal repairs
- Features plastic and metal connector clips to replace brittle, cracked, or bent originals
- Small profile disconnect tool included for hard to reach heater hose quick connectors

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Connector seal or clip failure results in coolant leaks under car

**Think It’s Dealer Only? Check Dorman First!**  |  www.DormanProducts.com
Fuel Filter Primer Housing Seal Kit

**OE PROBLEM:** The original plastic bleeder screw fails due to stripped threads, resulting in fuel leak and bleeder screw replacement.

**OE FIX:** Upgraded the bleeder screw to a durable brass design to prevent damage to screw threads.

- Save time and money by replacing only the failed original components instead of the entire fuel filter housing assembly

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original seal degrades and wears over time, resulting in air in fuel, rough engine and difficulty starting

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 904-124HP
- **Model:** Chevrolet Silverado, GMC Sierra 6.6L diesel 2012-01
- **Pop Code:** A | VIO: 1,021,423

Brake Backing Plate

**OE PROBLEM:** The original backing plate requires a labor-intensive installation, due to removal of the axle shaft and wheel hubs.

**OE FIX:** The Dorman Brake Backing Plate design reduces install time an average of an hour per shield.

- Corrosion-resistant steel construction protects brakes from elements and debris

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust and debris enters the braking system and interfere with brake performance

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 924-693
- **Model:** Cadillac Escalade, Chevrolet Silverado, Suburban, Tahoe, GMC Sierra, Yukon 2014-07
- **Pop Code:** B | VIO: 5,470,405

Radiator Coolant Hose O-Ring

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original coolant hose O-ring fails the dealer requires an expensive replacement option.

**OE FIX:** The Dorman Coolant Hose O-ring is available separately, allowing you to replace the failed O-ring instead of the entire radiator hose assembly.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original O-ring deteriorates over time, resulting in coolant leaks

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 926-189
- **Model:** Ford F-150 2014-11
- **Pop Code:** B | VIO: 962,440

Air Conditioning Line Repair Kit

32-piece tech tray with SAE and Metric sizes for domestic and import vehicle A/C line repairs

- Aluminum tubing included for long assembly repairs
- Schrader valves and caps included for quick valve stem leak fixes
- Comes with small tubing cutter for quick and clean on-vehicle cutting

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 801-700
- **Model:** Universal
- **Pop Code:** C

Tailgate Lock Actuator Motors

**ONLY AVAILABLE IN AFTERMARKET FROM DORMAN**

Operates the remote locking and unlocking of vehicle tailgate

- Built with high-quality electric motor
- Direct replacement for the original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original electric motor wears out and lock becomes inoperable

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 759-806
- **Model:** Ford Escape 2012-09, Mazda Tribute 2011-08, Mercury Mariner 2011-09, Ram 1500-3500 2012-11
- **Pop Code:** A | VIO: 1,412,647

Seat Cushion Assembly

**ONLY AVAILABLE IN AFTERMARKET FROM DORMAN**

Seat bottom cushion cover assembly

- Made of tempered steel inner springs for long-lasting support and resiliency
- Bracket included for a complete installation
- Easy-to-install - universal fit for a quick and easy bolt-on installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Cover rips and cushion tears no longer providing comfort to driver

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **Part:** 926-898
- **Model:** Ford Econoline Van 2018-01
- **Pop Code:** D | VIO: 1,553,166